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About This Game

Solstice is a very retro wargame, heavily inspired by the classic games Lords of Midnight, Doomdarks Revenge and Sorderon's
Shadow. Solstice is not a remake of any of these games but takes its lead from these games to develop a new gaming challenge
for lovers of turn-based, menu driven strategy. Displayed using hand-drawn artwork, and using a pseudo-3D technique, often
referred to as landscaping, which echoes the games of the time.
Set in the mythical land of Dourfrost, a land, trapped in an eternal winter, a land of fantastic beasts, magic and war,
Explore and battle across an open world, populated with 11 different mythical races (at launch), and well over a hundred and
twenty characters, each with his or her likes, dislikes, needs, aims, desires and loyalties that shape the game and conflicts to
come.
On release, Solstice will feature one very challenging, turn-based scenario, offering many hours of game-play.
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The Rise of the Demon King.
While the lords and ladies of Dourfrost have squabbled over petty disputes and brokered and broken pacts and alliances, a dark
power has been rising in the south. A power that will shake the entire land and threatens to overwhelm all that stands before it,
and enslave everyone in its path.
Sator Grimward, a dark sorcerer, once thought long defeated, has risen again and united the tribes of the Ice Guard. Can Calith,
king of the free folk muster the lords and ladies of Dourfrost, and overcome old bitterness, to bring a force of Freefolk, Dwarfs,
Fey, Sidhe, Giants, and 6 other races together to defeat the rising storm.

JimJams games are a small, indie development team with a love for the retro games of the '80s and '90s. We only develop games
that embrace that era, aiming to provide true classicly styled gaming, with a massive retro feel, maybe with a slight hint of what
these games would have been with a little more processing power.
We don't aim to develop AAA games, but simply to bring our passion for a time gone by to those who love truly classic themed
and inspired games. If this is a genre and era that you love, then our games are for you.
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Title: Solstice
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
JimJams Games
Publisher:
JimJams Games
Release Date: May 2019

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or better
Processor: Dual Core 2.80 Ghz or higher
Memory: 2 MB RAM
Graphics: Nivida 850M or better
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 50 MB available space
Sound Card: N/A
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This game deserves much more attention. The gaming industry lacks a great modern 3D platformer, alongside the release of the
expensive and mediocre Yooka Laylee, gamers kinda overlooked a better 3D platformer known as Park Bound.The replay value
is infinite. It supports co-op and steam workshop. There may be some issues here and there, but overall Park Bound is really
fun.. If you've got the space, this is a pretty cool puzzle collection. The production values aren't amazing, and the physics are a
bit buggy in places, but the feel of a fixed room-scale environment to walk around and explore different puzzles is really well
done and fun. No teleportation mechanic to disrupt the immersion.
The only major downside is that most of the puzzles are oriented below eye level, so it is really easy to give yourself a neck-ache
looking down for long periods of time.. Good bundle of 6 Hidden Object games
good graphics
interesting stories
affordable price
10/10 very enjoyable. 100% Achievements
. pika pika pikaaaachuuuuuuu ~. Fun, even after all these years, which I can't say about the TFE or TSE, even in their
"remastered" form.. TONIGHT I'LL DIE HERE, AND I'LL TAKE ALL OF YOU SON OF ♥♥♥♥♥ES WITH ME
Beautiful art, beautiful mechanics, insane speed and brutal difficulty.
Either the Casual tag is a joke or I'm a filthy casual because I consider this pretty hardcore.
If you seen thousands of empty respawn cores in the deserts of Ultakaar, you want to grab this without further delay.
Akane ❤️. The single player mode is ruined as the autosave feature (or any save feature) has been broken for years in the PC
port. Last patch 2 years ago... don't expect it fixed.
There is also much to be said about how the AI handles the fog of war, as enemy archers are very consistent in hitting you
without previously doing missing shots or spotting you.
Maps are very very repetitive.
I expected a casual fantasy tactic or dungeon crawling game, but there are free flash games with similar quality or better, to be
honest. Shame on that missing patch because it could have been a little fun game.
The only thing that stands is multiplayer, that can be fun.
So if you buy this, do it with some friends (and wait for sale), the single player game isn't worth the about 1 euro sale price.
Edit: Let me say it clear, you are going to play the campaigns or the dungeon campaign, after playing an hour you will try to save
your progress so you can go outside to have a life. No, you can't. There is an autosave feature that doesn't work. Thus, no
campaign (which are long enough to need that autosave).
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I tried playing the game but the UI is really confusing, and even with a somewhat descriptive tutorial, it gives names to buttons
with pictures. While I am a big fan of the Zoo Tycoon series, the UI of this game is a huge bother for me, and I just can't
continue because the buttons are all... well I don't know what the campaign is even asking me to press.. this game is the best one
story wise ive ever played nothing will ever beat it dont listen to the negative reviews this game is golden. What I like most
about Shadowblade, is that even though you can have a lot of fun casually beating levels, a completely new kind of gameplay
begins when you decide to do everything absolutely perfect. And when you do that, you can see the mastery of a real ninja on
the screen. So much that you can watch your screen capture video for every single level and enjoy them all!. Death traps, close
calls, and puzzles that will make you shout at your screen welcome to InfiniTrap: Ohio Jack and The Cup Of Eternity! You are
greeted with a treasure hungry protagonist named Ohio Jack who is on a mission to acquire the Cup of Eternity from Culsus
deadly lair. She plays along with your search and grants you the power to revive as long as you keep playing the “game”. The
puzzles are simple at first but gradually get tougher with the time limit playing a big factor and you will find yourself dying not
once, not twice, but thirty times! The 2D graphics are simple and fun with a standard color palette for exploration in ruins. The
music is nothing spectacular but charming in a way to make you think and eager to go to the next level. I found myself loving
the levels and progressing to get closer to that cup, even though I died the death animations are amazing. I did find a couple of
problems with the levels such as for one of them where you’re surrounded by zombies and you have no idea where the end is
and to me that level is based on luck. A puzzle game should be based on strategic thinking, a optional minimap can easily solve
this problem and make some of the levels like that more successful in being stealthy. Another problem I found were the
traps…well the one really where you could not even tell it was a trap, I know the idea of a trap is surprising but this one was not
obvious…the floor is somewhat cracked if you look really close at it. I know there are limitations for 2D graphics but players
are going to get frustrated if they can’t tell what traps look like in the game. I did take a look at the level editor and it took some
tinkering but I understand how the triggers, setting enemies, and emitters work, but play testing and seeing the custom map in
game did not work for me, I’m hoping the issue will be resolved as soon as possible! Overall I enjoyed the levels I played and
would definitely recommend it to anyone who wants to play a fun exploration puzzle game. Onwards to your journey!
I also made a Let's Play video if you want to check it out of the first 12 levels!
Let's Play Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nXYFckwkCvo. This pack is great.
- RIP 1 = Good Tower Defense.
- RIP 2,3 = Better than RIP 1. It's like "Orcs Must Die" with low graphic.. Fantastic card game with great atmosphere.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cIHY8PZbxu8
i really enjoy playing visual novels. And if you're into visual novels you should probably consider getting this too!
Great Soundtrack. 9/10

Sudoku3D 2: The Cube Autosave size and difficalty:
Size and difficalty automatically saved when applied. The next time the game is launched, they will automatically be applied..
Fixed ghosts achievements:
Fixed ghosts achievements. Now empty cubes are determined specifically.
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